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We present a short review on the properties of heavy and light mesons’ light-cone wavefunctions
(LCWFs), and their distribution amplitudes (DAs). The B meson LCWFs can be treated by taking
the heavy quark limit (mb → ∞) and by using the heavy quark effective theory. Furthermore,
we propose a simple model for the B meson WFs with 3-particle Fock states’ contributions, whose
behaviors are controlled by two parameters Λ̄ and δ. Using such model, the form factors FB→π

+,0,T

and FB→K
+,0,T in large recoil region are studied up to O(1/m2

b) within the kT factorization approach.
On the other hand, we adopt Brodsky-Huang-Lepage (BHL) prescription for constructing the WFs

of the lighter pseudoscalars as ηc, D-meson, pion, kaon, η(′) and etc. Such BHL-like model can be
conveniently extended to construct the LCWFs for light scalar or vector mesons. Within such model
the longitudinal distributions of those WFs are basically determined by a parameter B, whose value
can be determined via a global fit of experimental data.

I. INTRODUCTION

The hadronic light-cone wavefunctions (LCWFs) ex-
hibit all properties of the bound state and provide under-
lying links between the hadronic phenomena at large and
small distances [1]. They are universal physical quantities
for applying pQCD to exclusive processes. The study of
phenomenology of hadronic LCWFs is an essential task
to understand QCD dynamics, especially to understand
the QCD factorization theory. Right now, we have not
enough knowledge to determine the hadron LCWFs or
their distribution amplitudes (DAs). The nonperturba-
tive models such as AdS/QCD and light-front holography
may provide a solution, a very recent review of which can
be found in Ref.[2]. Practically, one can study their prop-
erties under some approximations/prescriptions or via a
global fit of known experimental processes.
The B meson LCWFs can be treated by taking the

heavy quark limit, mb → ∞, and by using the heavy
quark effective theory (HQET) [3–5]. The B meson
DAs and WFs have been investigated by various ap-
proaches [6–22]. Refs.[19–22] present an analytic so-
lution for the B meson WFs Ψ±(ω, z2) up to next-to-
leading order in Fock state expansion, which satisfies the
constraints from the QCD equations of motion and the
heavy-quark symmetry [23–25]. Under the Wandzura-
Wilczek (WW) approximation [26], which corresponds
to valence quark distribution only, the B meson WFs can
be determined uniquely in terms of the “effective mass”
(Λ̄) and its transverse momentum dependence behaves
simply as a δ-function. Such transverse momentum dis-
tribution can be considerably broadened by including the
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3-particle Fock states’ contributions. In the present pa-
per, we shall review the properties of B meson WFs/DAs
derived under HQET, whose parameters can be further
constrained through a comparative study of B → π/K
transition form factors (TFFs) derived under various ap-
proaches, such as pQCD, QCD light-cone sum rules (LC-
SRs) and lattice QCD, or by a comparison of theoretical
estimations with the experimental data on B decays.

For the light mesons as π, K, η(′) and etc., one
can adopt the Brodsky-Huang-Lepage (BHL) prescrip-
tion [27–29] together with the Wigner-Melosh rotation
effect [30] to construct a reliable model for their WFs.
This is the so-called revised light-cone harmonic oscilla-
tor model. The BHL prescription is obtained in a way by
connecting the equal-time WF in the rest frame and the
WF in the infinite momentum frame. Because of Wigner-
Melosh rotation, there are higher-order helicity compo-
nents for the WFs. Even though these higher helicity
components are usually power suppressed in large en-
ergy region, they shall lead to sizable contributions in low
and intermediate energy regions. It has been observed
that the introduction of higher helicity components into
the light-cone formalism shall result in significant conse-
quence in several problems concerning the applicability
of perturbative QCD, such as the pion and kaon electro-
magnetic form factors [31–35], the pion-photon TFF [36–
45], and etc.. It has been found that by a proper change
of input parameters, especially the value of B that ba-
sically determines the longitudinal behavior of the light
meson WFs, one can conveniently simulate the shape of
the light meson’s DA from asymptotic-like [1] to CZ-
like [46]. Thus, it provides a convenient way to com-
pare the estimates with different DA behaviors. That is,
by comparing the theoretical estimations with the corre-
sponding experimental data, those undetermined param-
eters and hence its DA behavior can be fixed or at least
be greatly restricted.
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For the lighter mesons involving charm quark as com-
pared to the B meson, i.e. the charmonium ηc or J/ψ
and the D meson, the conditions are quite different from
the case of B meson, since the charm quark is not heavy
enough [15, 47–57]. We can construct their WFs in a sim-
ilar way as that of light mesons. For example, it has been
shown [52] that one can obtain a reliable LCSRs estima-
tion for exclusive process e+ + e− → J/ψ + ηc by using
a realistic ηc DA. That is, a proper ηc DA at a certain
energy scale can result in a compatible prediction with
the Belle and BaBar experimental data [51, 52]. Further-
more, it is noted that a proper way of constructing the
D meson WF with a better end-point behavior at small
longitudinal and transverse distribution region is very im-
portant for dealing with high energy processes such as
D → πlν and B → Dlν. Especially, the B → Dlν pro-
cess can be further used to derive the value of |Vcb| [58–
60]. In the present paper, we shall discuss the ηc and
D-meson WFs/DAs in detail, and present some of their

applications.

The remaining parts of the paper are organized as fol-
lows. In Sec.II, we give a brief review on the properties
of heavy and light mesons’ LCWFs. In Sec.III, we show
some of their typical applications, i.e. the B → π TFFs,
the determination of |Vcb| and the light meson-photon
TFFs. The final section is reserved for a summary and
outlook.

II. PROPERTIES OF THE MESON

WAVEFUNCTIONS

A. B meson WFs

In HQET, the B meson WFs Ψ̃±(t, z2) can be defined
in terms of the vacuum-to-meson matrix element of the
nonlocal operators [61]:

〈0|q̄(z)Γhv(0)|B̄(p)〉 = − ifBM
2

Tr

[

γ5Γ
1 + /v

2
×
{

Ψ̃+(t, z
2)− /z Ψ̃+(t, z

2)− Ψ̃−(t, z2)

2t

}]

, (1)

where zµ = (0, z−, z⊥), z2 = −z2⊥, v2 = 1, t = v · z
and pµ = Mvµ is the B meson 4-momentum with mass
M , hv(x) denotes the effective b-quark field and Γ is a
generic Dirac matrix. The path-ordered gauge factors are
implied between constituent quark fields. After doing the
Fourier transformation, we have Ψ̃±(t, z2) → Ψ±(ω, z2).
The B meson DAs can be obtained by taking the LC limit
to the B meson WFs, i.e. φ±(ω) ≡ limz2→0 Ψ±(ω, z2).

1. B meson WFs in WW approximation

The equation of motion of the light spectator quark
imposes a strong constraint on the B meson WFs. When
ignoring the 3-particle Fock states’ contributions, one ob-
tains the WW-type B mesonWFs. In this case, their DAs
are [19, 21]:

φWW
+ (ω) =

ω

2Λ̄2
θ(ω)θ(2Λ̄− ω), (2)

φWW
− (ω) =

2Λ̄− ω
2Λ̄2

θ(ω)θ(2Λ̄− ω), (3)

where Λ̄ = iv·∂〈0|q̄Γhv|B̄(p)〉
〈0|q̄Γhv|B̄(p)〉 is the B meson “effective

mass”. θ(ω) is the unit step function, θ(ω) = 0 for ω < 0
and θ(ω) = 1 for ω ≥ 0. The transverse part of the B me-
son WFs is a zero-th normal Bessel function [21]. More
explicitly, after applying Fourier transformation,

Ψ̃±(ω,k⊥) =

∫

d2z⊥
(2π)2

exp(−ik⊥ · z⊥)Ψ±(ω, z
2),

the WW WFs can be written as

Ψ̃WW
+ (ω,k⊥) =

φWW
+ (ω)

π
δ
(

k2
⊥ − ω(2Λ̄− ω)

)

, (4)

Ψ̃WW
− (ω,k⊥) =

φWW
− (ω)

π
δ
(

k2
⊥ − ω(2Λ̄− ω)

)

. (5)

This indicates that the transverse dependence of the B
meson WW WF behaves as a δ-function and the WFs’
dependence on the transverse and longitudinal momenta
is strongly correlated via a combined variable k2

⊥/[ω(2Λ̄−
ω)]. This off-shell-energy-like transverse dependence has
also been observed by using the dispersion relation and
the quark-hadron duality [62], which in some sense is
consistent with the BHL idea for the light meson WFs.

2. B meson WFs in 3-particle Fock states

To get the B meson WFs Ψ±(ω, z2) including the 3-
particle Fock states, one needs to know the transverse
properties of the 3-particle WFs [19, 20, 22]: ΨV (ρ, ξ, z

2),
ΨA(ρ, ξ, z

2), XA(ρ, ξ, z
2) and YA(ρ, ξ, z

2). An approxi-
mate solution for Ψ±(ω, z2) including the 3-particle Fock
states can be obtained by taking the assumptions:
I) The final Ψ±(ω, z2) have the same transverse momen-
tum dependence, i.e.

Ψ±[ω, z
2] = φ±(ω)χ[ω, z

2], (6)

and all 3-particle WFs have the same transverse momen-
tum dependence χ(h)(ρ, ξ, z2), i.e.

ΨA(ρ, ξ, z
2) = ΨA(ρ, ξ)χ

(h)(ρ, ξ, z2), (7)
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ΨV (ρ, ξ, z
2) = ΨV (ρ, ξ)χ

(h)(ρ, ξ, z2), (8)

XA(ρ, ξ, z
2) = XA(ρ, ξ)χ

(h)(ρ, ξ, z2), (9)

YA(ρ, ξ, z
2) = YA(ρ, ξ)χ

(h)(ρ, ξ, z2), (10)

with the boundary condition limz2→0 χ
(h)(ρ, ξ, z2) = 1.

II) It is noted that main features of the 3-particle DAs
are dominated by its first several moments, then one can
assume that the relation among the first non-zero double
moments of the 3-particle DAs are also satisfied by the
3-particle DAs themselves, e.g.

YA(ρ, ξ) ≃
XA(ρ, ξ)− 3ΨA(ρ, ξ)

4
. (11)

III) The difference between ΨV (ρ, ξ) and ΨA(ρ, ξ) satis-
fies the relation [12],

ΨV (ρ, ξ)−ΨA(ρ, ξ) =
λ2H − λ2E

6Λ̄5
ρξ2 exp

(

−ρ+ ξ

Λ̄

)

,

(12)
where λE and λH are matrix elements of chromoelectric
and chromomagnetic fields in B meson rest frame.
With those assumptions, one can obtain the normal-

ized transverse distributions for the B meson WFs, which
when transformed into the k⊥ space takes the following
form [22]:

χ̃(ω,k⊥) = −
(

1

Γ[1− c1]π
+

Γ[2− c1] sin[πc1]
π2

K2

)

Γ[2− c1]

((2Λ̄− ω)ω)
∣

∣

∣
1− k2

T

(2Λ̄−ω)ω

∣

∣

∣

2−c1
, (13)

where K2 is an input parameter, c1 ∈ (0, 1) and kT =
|k⊥|. It indicates that the B meson WF may be ex-
panded to a hyperbola-like curve rather than a simple
WW-like δ-function. As an example, we put the trans-
verse distributions of χ̃(ω,k⊥) with fixed Λ̄ = 0.55 GeV
and ω = 0.5 GeV in Fig.(1).

As for the B meson DAs φ±(ω), they have a quite
complex form by considering the higher Fock state into
consideration. By using the approximation, λ2E ≃ λ2H ≃
2Λ̄2/3, they have the following simpler forms,

φ+(ω) =
ω

ω2
0

exp

(

− ω

ω0

)

, φ−(ω) =
1

ω0
exp

(

− ω

ω0

)

,

(14)
where ω0 = 2Λ̄/3. The φ±(ω) agrees well with the model
raised by Ref.[61] within a QCD sum rule analysis.

3. A simple model for B meson WFs

To be more applicable, we propose a simple model for
the B meson WFs with 3-particle Fock states’ contribu-
tions. For convenience, we write the normalized B meson
WFs in the compact parameter b-space (especially useful
for the kT -factorization approach [63–66]):

Ψ+(ω, b) =
ω

ω2
0

exp

(

− ω

ω0

)

(

Γ[δ]Jδ−1[κ] + (1 − δ)Γ[2− δ]J1−δ[κ]
)(κ

2

)1−δ

, (15)

Ψ−(ω, b) =
1

ω0
exp

(

− ω

ω0

)

(

Γ[δ]Jδ−1[κ] + (1− δ)Γ[2− δ]J1−δ[κ]
)(κ

2

)1−δ

, (16)

where ω0 = 2Λ̄/3, κ =
√

ω(2Λ̄− ω)b, δ ∈ (0, 1) and
λ2E ≃ λ2H ≃ 2Λ̄2/3 is adopted. The range of ω is fixed
within the range of (0, 2Λ̄). When δ → 1, the transverse
momentum dependence of the B meson WF returns to
that of the WW-like B meson WF.

B. Lighter meson WFs

In this subsection, we sequentially present the leading-
twist WFs for several typical lighter mesons, such as pion,
ηc, kaon and D meson, respectively. We construct the
WFs based on the BHL prescription. Because of the
Wigner-Melosh rotation [30], as a sound estimation, one
also has to take the higher-order helicity components into
consideration to construct the WF. As a subtle point, it
is noted that such idea of constructing the light meson

WFs can be conveniently extended to scalar or vector
mesons, or to higher twist WFs. For example, the twist-
3 WFs for pion and kaon following the same spirit can
be found in Refs.[34, 35].

λ1λ2 ↑↑ ↑↓ ↓↑ ↓↓

χλ1λ2(x,~k⊥) −
kx−iky√
2mqT

mq√
2mqT

−
mq√
2mqT

−
kx+iky√
2mqT

TABLE I. Pion spin-space WF χλ1λ2(x,~k⊥), where ~k⊥ =
(kx, ky) and mq stands for the light constituent quark mass.

The transverse mass mqT =
√

m2
q + k2

⊥.

Firstly, based on the BHL prescription, the pion
leading-twist WF can be constructed as [36–42]

Ψπ(x,k⊥) =
∑

λ1λ2

χλ1λ2(x,k⊥)Ψ
R
π (x,k⊥), (17)
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FIG. 1. The normalized transverse distribution χ̃(ω,k⊥) (kT = |k⊥|) with Λ̄ = 0.55 GeV and ω = 0.5 GeV [22]. The left
diagram is for K2 = 1 with c1 = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8, respectively; while the right diagram is for c1 = 0.6 with K2 = 0, 5.0,
10.0 and 15.0, respectively.

where χλ1λ2(x,k⊥) stands for the spin-space WF, λ1 and
λ2 being the helicity states of the two constitute quarks
in pion. The χλ1λ2(x,k⊥) comes from Wigner-Melosh
rotation [30], whose explicit forms are presented in Ta-
ble I. ΨR

π (x,k⊥) indicates the spatial WF, whose k⊥-
dependent part can be constructed by using the connec-
tion between the rest frame WF Ψc.m.(q) and the LCWF
ΨLC(x,k⊥), i.e.

Ψc.m.(q
2)←→ ΨLC

[

k2
⊥ +m2

q

4x(1 − x) −m
2
q

]

, (18)

where mq ∼ 0.3 GeV stands for the mass of the light
constitute quarks of pion. As for the pure x-dependent

part of ΨR
π (x,k⊥), we take ϕπ(x) = [1+Bπ×C3/2

2 (2x−1)]
with Bπ ∼ aπ2 , which dominates the WF longitudinal
distribution. Then, the full form of the spatial WF can
be obtained,

ΨR
π (x,k⊥) = Aπϕπ(x) exp

[

−
k2
⊥ +m2

q

8β2
πx(1 − x)

]

, (19)

where Aπ is the overall normalization constant. After
integrating over the transverse momentum dependence,
one obtains the pion DA,

φπ(x, µ
2
0) =

√
3Aπmqβπ
2π3/2fπ

√

x(1− x)ϕπ(x) ×







Erf





√

m2
q + µ2

0

8β2
πx(1− x)



− Erf





√

m2
q

8β2
πx(1 − x)











, (20)

where µ0 is the factorization scale and Erf(x) is the usual

error function, Erf(x) = 2√
π

∫ x

0
e−t2dt.

Two constraints can be adopted to constrain the pion
WF: (1) the normalization condition

∫ 1

0

dx

∫

d2k⊥
16π3

Ψπ(x,k⊥) =
fπ

2
√
6
; (21)

(2) the sum rule derived from π0 → γγ decay amplitude

∫ 1

0

dxΨπ(x,k⊥ = 0) =

√
6

fπ
, (22)

where fπ = 130.41± 0.03± 0.20 MeV [67].
We put the pion WF parameters at the scale µ0 = 1

GeV in Table II. When Bπ ∈ [0.00, 0.60], such DA model
can mimic the pion DA shapes from asymptotic-like [1]
to CZ-like [46]. More explicitly, we put the DAs for Bπ =
0.00, 0.30 and 0.60 in Fig.(2), where as a comparison, the
asymptotic DA and CZ-DA have also been present. If we
have precise measurements for certain processes, then by
comparing the theoretical estimations, one can fix the
pion DA behavior.
Moreover, the pion DA can be run into any other scales

by applying the evolution equation, i.e. to order O(αs),
we have [1]

x1x2
∂φ̃π(xi, µ

2)

∂ lnµ2
= CF

αs(µ
2)

4π
×
{
∫ 1

0

[dy]V (xi, yi)φ̃π(yi, µ
2)− x1x2φ̃π(xi, µ2)

}

, (23)
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Bπ Aπ(GeV−1) βπ(GeV) aπ
2 (µ

2
0) aπ

4 (µ
2
0)

0.00 24.80 0.589 0.028 −0.027

0.30 20.05 0.672 0.364 −0.017

0.60 16.46 0.749 0.681 0.022

TABLE II. Pion WF parameters for mq = 0.30 GeV [42]. The
second and fourth Gegenbauer moments are also presented as
an explanation of pion DA behavior. It shows Bπ ∼ aπ

2 , which
indicates that Bπ dominantly determines the broadness of the
longitudinal behavior of WF.
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B
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B
π
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B
π
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FIG. 2. The pion DA model φπ(x,µ
2
0) versus the parameter

Bπ [39]. By varying Bπ from 0.00 to 0.60, φπ(x, µ
2
0) changes

from asymptotic-like to CZ-like.

where [dy] = dy1dy2δ(1− y1 − y2), φπ(xi, µ2) = x1x2φ̃π(xi, µ
2) and

V (xi, yi) = 2x1y2θ(y1 − x1)
(

δh1h̄2
+

∆

(y1 − x1)

)

+ (1↔ 2).

The color factor CF = 4/3, δh1h̄2
= 1 for opposite q and

q̄ helicities, and ∆φ̃π(yi, µ
2) = φ̃π(yi, µ

2) − φ̃π(xi, µ
2).

Practically, the above evolution (23) can be solved nu-
merically or be solved by using the DA Gegenbauer ex-
pansion, which transforms the DA’s scale dependence to
the scale dependence of the Gegenbauer moments.

It is noted that, sometimes, a factor 1/x(1 − x) or
∂kz/∂x has also been introduced into the WF. It is noted
that the factor ∂kz/∂x comes from the transformation of
the WF from the instant form to the light-cone form.
The longitudinal component kz = (x−1/2)M0 with pion

invariant mass M0 =
√

(k2
⊥ +m2

q)/x(1− x). These fac-

tors only slightly change the end-point behavior from the
BHL-like terms and we only need to change the WF pa-
rameters properly.

Secondly, the ηc WF can be obtained by applying
the transition of mq → mc to Eq.(17). In addition to

the normalization condition, we can use the condition
Pηc
≃ 0.8 [30] to constrain the WF parameter, in which

Pηc
stands for the probability of finding the leading Fock

state |cc̄ > in the ηc Fock state expansion, i.e.

Pηc
=

∫ 1

0

dx

∫

d2 ~k⊥
16π3

|ΨR
ηc
(x,k⊥)|2. (24)

We set µ0 = mc to be the initial scale for the non-
perturbative distribution amplitude of the ηc-meson. For
other choice of factorization scale, one can conveniently
obtained its DA by using the above mentioned evolution
equation (23). An an example, by taking the constituent
quark mass mc = 1.8 GeV and the decay constant
fηc

= 0.335 GeV [67], we getAηc
= 286 GeV−1 and βηc

=

0.810 GeV−2 under the case of Bηc
= 0. We present

its DA in Fig.(3), in which a comparison with those
of Bondar-Chernyak (BC) model [48], Bodwin-Kang-
Lee (BKL) model [68] and Braguta-Likhoded-Luchinsky
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FIG. 3. A comparison of the ηc DA φηc(x, µ
2
0) [52] for Bηc = 0

with those of the BC model [48], the BKL model [68] and the
BLL model [69] at the initial scale µ0 = mc.

(BLL) model [69] has also been presented.

Thirdly, because the two constitute quarks are differ-
ent, the leading-twist kaon WFs is slightly different from
the case of pion. That is, the spatial part of the kaon
WF ΨK(x,k⊥) = ΨR

K(x,k⊥)χK can be constructed as

ΨR
K(x,k⊥) = AK [1 +BKC

3/2
1 (2x− 1) + CKC

3/2
2 (2x− 1)]× exp

[

−b2K
(

k2⊥ +m2
1

x
+
k2⊥ +m2

2

1− x

)]

. (25)

Here the pure x-dependent part ϕK(x) has also been ex-
panded in Gegenbauer expansion, i.e.,

ϕK(x) = [1 +BKC
3/2
1 (2x− 1) + CKC

3/2
2 (2x− 1)],

where m1 = mu and m2 = ms for K+, m1 = md and
m2 = ms for K

0. The length of the non-zero Gegenbauer
terms depends on how well we know the Gegenbauer mo-
ments. Some other models have also been suggested for
kaon WF, c.f. Refs.[70, 71], which are (numerically) con-
sistent with the present model.
Because of different constitute quarks, kaon meson has

non-zero first Gegenbauer moment. In the literature, the
first and second Gegenbauer moments aK1 and aK2 have
been studied by several approaches with high precision,
such as Refs. [72–83]. So we keep two Gegenbauer terms
in ϕK(x). The spin-space part χK is more complex than
the pionic case due to different constituent quark masses,
whose explicit form can be found in Ref.[35]. Four param-
eters AK , BK , CK and bK can be determined by its DA’s
first two Gegenbauer moments aK1 and aK2 , the constraint

〈k2
⊥〉

1/2
K ≈ 0.350GeV [6] and the normalization condition.

As an example, by taking aK1 (1GeV) = 0.05 [75] and
aK2 (1GeV ) = 0.115 [82, 83], we have AK = 12.55GeV −1,
BK = 0.0605, CK = 0.0348 and bK = 0.8706GeV −1.
Fourthly, the D-meson WF ΨD(x,k⊥) can be con-

structed in the same way as the kaon WF, i.e. for
the present case, m1 = mc and m2 = md. Because
mc ≫ md, we shall have large non-zero first Gegen-
bauer moment aD1 . As a simplified treatment, we find
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FIG. 4. The D meson DA φD(x, µ2
0) at µ0 = 1 GeV with dif-

ferent BD [57]. The dotted, the dashed, the dash-dot and the
solid lines are for BD = 0.00, 0.20, 0.40 and 0.60, respectively.

it is convenient to set the x-dependent part as ϕD(x) =

[1 + BD × C3/2
2 (2x − 1)] [57], in which the value of BD

is close to the second Gegenbauer moment, BD ∼ aD2 ,
which basically determines the broadness of the longitu-
dinal distribution. After integrating over the transverse
momentum, we get the D meson DA. The parameter BD

is a free parameter for φD. As an example, we put the
D meson DA φD with different BD in Fig.(4), in which
we have set BD = 0.00, 0.20, 0.40 and 0.60. By vary-
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FIG. 5. The B meson TFFs FBπ
+ (Q2) and FBπ

0 (Q2) [22].
The upper (lower) edge of the shaded band is for δ = 0.30
(δ = 0.25), and the dash-dot line is for δ = 0.27. The dotted
line is for the estimation of LCSRs [82, 83]. Λ̄ = 0.55 GeV.

ing BD within a certain region, e.g. [0.00, 0.60], we can
reproduce most of the D meson DAs suggested in the
literature. For example, as BD = 0.00,it corresponds to
the D meson wave function suggested in Ref.[6]. It is
noted that by setting BD ∈ [0.00, 0.40], we get the first
Gegenbauer moment aD1 ∼ [0.6, 0.8], which is consistent
with those suggested in the literature, and the second
Gegenbauer moment aD2 ∼ BD.

III. APPLICATIONS

A. B → π transition form factors

Applying the WW B meson WFs, we have shown that
the B → π transition form factors (TFFs) calculated by
using the kT -factorization approach are consistent with
those of QCD LCSRs and lattice QCD approaches [84],
which are applicable in different q2 regions. Results of

0 4 8 12
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1.0
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Q2(GeV2)
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0(Q

2 )
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FIG. 6. The B meson TFFs FBπ
+ (Q2) and FBπ

0 (Q2) [22]. The
upper (lower) edge of the shaded band is for Λ̄ = 0.52 GeV
(Λ̄ = 0.58 GeV), the dash-dot line is for Λ̄ = 0.55 GeV. The
dotted line is for the estimation of LCSRs [82, 83]. δ = 0.27.

Ref.[84] indicates that

• The negative contribution from Ψ̄B = Ψ+−Ψ−

2 is
necessary to suppress the big contribution from

ΨB = Ψ++Ψ−

2 so as to obtain a reasonable total

contributions. Thus, the properties of Ψ̄B and ΨB

are important for an accurate estimation.

• A better PQCD result (with its slope closest to the
QCD LCSR results) can be obtained by carefully
considering both the pionic twist-3 contributions
and the contributions from the B meson WFs Ψ̄B

and ΨB. The pionic twist-3 WFs constructed via
a similar way of leading twist WF can effectively
suppress the end-point singularity and lead to a
reliable twist-3 contributions.

As suggested in Eqs.(15,16), by including 3-particle
Fock states into B meson WFs, there are two unknown
but universal parameters Λ̄ and δ for the B meson WFs
in compact parameter b-space. To see how the 3-particle
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FIG. 7. A comparison of FB→K
+,0 (q2) within the kT factor-

ization and the LCSR [85], where the lighter shaded band
stands for kT factorization results for δ ∼ (0.25, 0.30) and
Λ̄ ∼ (0.50GeV, 0.55GeV ), while, the thicker shaded band
stands for LCSR results [82, 83].

Fock states affect the B → π TFFs, we calculate them
within the kT -factorization approach and show how Λ̄
and δ affect the final estimations. Inversely, by compar-
ing with the data, one can obtain reasonable regions for
Λ̄ and δ [85].
As a rough estimation, we show how the 3-particle Fock

states affect the B meson decays. That is, a rough order
estimation of B → π TFFs can be obtained by the first
inverse moment of B meson DA φ+(ω), which satisfies

Λ0 =

∫

dω

ω
φ+(ω) =

1

λB
, (26)

where λB = 460± 160 MeV [12, 13]. One may find that
(

Λ
(g)
0 /ΛWW

0

)

= (Λ̄ − λB)/λB ∼ 0.2 [22], where Λ
(g)
0 is

the first inverse moment of φ
(g)
+ (ω) and ΛWW

0 is that of

φWW
+ (ω). In Ref.[86], the 3-particle contributions are

estimated by attaching an extra gluon to the internal
off-shell quark line, and then (1/mb) ∼ 0.2 power sup-
pression is readily induced.
By taking the B meson WFs as defined in Eqs.(15,16)

and a comparison of the estimations under the kT -

factorization and LCSR approaches, we make a discus-
sion on the uncertainties of B → π TFF caused by δ
and Λ̄. To concentrate our attention on B meson WFs,
we adopt the pion WF as that of Ref.[84]. We present
the B → π TFFs FBπ

+,0(Q
2) with fixed Λ̄ = 0.55 GeV in

Fig.(5), while the cases with fixed δ = 0.27 are shown in
Fig.(6). Our results show that if the contribution from
the 3-particle wavefunction is limited to be within ±20%
of that of WW wavefunction with Q2 ∈ (0,∼ 10GeV 2),
then the possible range of δ and Λ̄ are, δ ∼ (0.25, 0.30)
and Λ̄ ∼ (0.50GeV, 0.60GeV ). This region has also been
observed in Ref.[85] by comparing with the pQCD and
LCSRs estimations at Q2 = 0, FBπ

+ (0) = 0.258 ± 0.031

and FBπ
T (0) = 0.253 ± 0.028 [87, 88]. This region can

be further constrained by comparing B → K TFFs [85],
i.e. as shown by Fig.(7), we obtain δ ∼ (0.25, 0.30) and
Λ̄ ∼ (0.50 GeV, 0.55 GeV).

B. Determination of |Vcb|

0 2 4 6 8 10 12
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0.6

0.8
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f
+
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2
)

 

 

BD = 0.00

BD = 0.10

BD = 0.20

FIG. 8. The TFF f+(q2) for D meson DA φD (29) with
different choice of B [57]. The solid, the dashed and the dash-
dot lines are for BD = 0.00, 0.10 and 0.20, respectively.

There are four B → D semi-leptonic processes that are
frequently used to determine the CKM matrix element
|Vcb|, i.e. B0 → D−ℓ+νℓ, B̄0 → D+ℓ−ν̄ℓ), B+ → D̄0ℓ+νℓ
and B− → D0ℓ−ν̄ℓ. Schematically, we have

B(B→Dℓν̄ℓ)
τ(B)

=

∫ (mB−mD)2

0

dq2
dΓ(B→Dℓν̄ℓ)

dq2
. (27)

Here τ(B) stands for B meson lifetime and B(B→Dℓν̄ℓ)
stands for the branching ratio of B→Dℓν̄ℓ, which are
experimentally measurable. Under the limit mℓ → 0, the
decay width takes the form [89, 90]

dΓ

dq2
(B→Dℓν̄ℓ) =

G2
F |Vcb|2

192π3m3
B

λ
3
2 (q2)|f+(q2)|2, (28)
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where λ(q2) = (m2
B +m2

D − q2)2 − 4m2
Bm

2
D and f+(q

2)
has been investigated by using several approaches, such
as the lattice QCD [91], the pQCD [47] and the QCD
LCSR [50, 57, 92–94]. Especially, a recent improved
LCSR determination up to twist-4 accuracy has been pre-
sented in Ref.[57]. By using the improved LCSR with a
chiral current correlator, the most uncertain twist-3 DAs
make no contributions and twist-4 parts also provides
small contributions about several percent, so the relia-
bility of LCSR estimation can be enhanced to a large
degree. This inversely makes the B → D semi-leptonic
decays be good places for testing different models for the
leading twist D meson LCDA. Based on the D meson WF
modeled in the last section, we get its DA as,

φD(x, µ2
0) =

AD

√
6xx̄Y

8π3/2fDbD
[1 +BD C

3/2
2 (x− x̄)]×

exp

[

− b2D
xm2

d + x̄m2
c −Y2

xx̄

]

×
[

Erf
(bD

√

µ2
0 +Y2

√
xx̄

)

− Erf
( bDY√

xx̄

)

]

,(29)

where AD, BD and bD are undetermined parame-
ters. The error function Erf(x) is defined as Erf(x) =
2
∫ x

0 exp(−t2)dt/√π, Y = xmd + x̄mc and x̄ = 1 − x.
Some of its typical behaviors are presented in Fig.(4).
The TFFs for φD with BD = 0.00, 0.10 and 0.20 are
presented in Fig.(8). It shows that f+(q2) increases with
the increment of BD, which is consistent with the trends
shown in Fig.(4) that a bigger BD leads to a weaker sup-
pression in the end-point region (x→ 0), and shall result
in a larger estimation on f+(q2).

BD B0/B̄0-type B±-type

0.00 41.28+5.68
−4.82

+1.13
−1.16 40.44+5.56

−4.72
+1.06
−1.09

0.10 39.01+5.25
−4.59

+1.06
−1.09 38.22+5.14

−4.50
+1.01
−1.03

0.20 36.96+4.98
−4.43

+1.01
−1.04 36.21+4.88

−4.34
+0.95
−0.98

TABLE III. The value of |Vcb| in unit 10−3 [57]. The central
values for |Vcb| are obtained by setting all inputs to be their
central values. The errors are calculated by theoretical and
experimental errors on all inputs.

We discuss the variation of |Vcb| by taking φD with
several choices of BD, in which the first (second) un-
certainty comes from the squared average of the men-
tioned theoretical (experimental) uncertainties. The ex-
perimental uncertainty comes from the lifetime and the
decay ratio of the mentioned processes [67]. The re-
sults are put in Table III. It is noted that the value
of |Vcb| decreases with the increment of BD. The ma-
trix element |Vcb| and its uncertainties have been stud-
ied by using two types of processes, e.g. the B0/B̄0-
type (B0 → D−ℓ+νℓ and B̄0 → D+ℓ−ν̄ℓ) and the
B±-type (B+ → D̄0ℓ+νℓ and B− → D0ℓ−ν̄ℓ). For
the case of BD=0, by adding the errors from the ex-

perimental and theoretical uncertainty sources, we ob-
tain |Vcb|(B0/B̄0 − type) = (41.28+6.81

−5.98) × 10−3 and

|Vcb|(B± − type) = (40.44+6.54
−5.72) × 10−3. As a weighted

average of these two types we obtain,

|Vcb| = (40.84± 3.11)× 10−3, (BD = 0.00) (30)

where the error stands for the standard derivation of the
weighted average. Similarly, we have

|Vcb| = (39.08± 3.03)× 10−3, (BD = 0.10), (31)

|Vcb| = (37.59± 2.89)× 10−3, (BD = 0.20). (32)

35 40 45 50 55 60
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BABAR (SSM)
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BELLE
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DELPHI

HQET

|Vcb| = 40.85 (BD = 0.00)

|Vcb| = 38.60 (BD = 0.10)

|Vcb| = 36.58 (BD = 0.20)|V
cb

|×103

FIG. 9. A comparison of |Vcb| with experimental and theo-
retical predictions [57]. Our estimations for BD = 0.00, 0.10
and 0.20 are presented, where as a comparison, the results
of BABAR [58], PDG (Lattice) [67], CLEO [60], Belle [59],
QLC [91], DELPHI [95] and HQET [96] are also presented.

A comparison of |Vcb| with experimental and theoreti-
cal predictions is put in Fig.(9), in which our estimations
for BD = 0.00, 0.10 and 0.20 are presented. Through
a comparison with the experimental data, our present
estimation for |Vcb| shows a good agreement with the
BABAR, CLEO and Belle estimates. It shows that to
compare with the data, we need a small value for BD.

C. Light meson-photon transition form factors

Firstly, we present the results for the pion-photon TFF.
The pion-photon TFF provides the simplest example for
the perturbative analysis to exclusive process [97]. To
explain the abnormal large Q2 behavior observed by the
BABAR Collaboration in 2009 [98], many works have
been done, e.g. by the pQCD [39, 40, 99, 100] or by
LCSR [101–103]. However, last year, the Belle Collabo-
ration released their new analysis [104], which dramati-
cally different from those reported by BABAR Collabo-
ration, but likely to agree with the asymptotic behavior
estimated by Ref.[97]. Many attempts have been tried to
clarify the situation [41, 105–109].
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FIG. 10. Q2Fπγ(Q
2) with our WF model (17,19) by varying

the model parameter Bπ within the region [0.01, 0.14] [42].
The shaded band is our theoretical estimation. The experi-
mental data are taken from Refs.[98, 104, 111–113].

Generally, the pion-photon TFF Fπγ(Q
2) can be writ-

ten as a sum of the valence quart part F
(V )
πγ (Q2) and the

non-valence quark part FNV
πγ (Q2) [39–41, 110]:

Fπγ(Q
2) = F (V )

πγ (Q2) + F (NV )
πγ (Q2). (33)

The valence quark part F
(V )
πγ (Q2) indicates the pQCD

calculable leading Fock-state contribution, which domi-
nates the TFF when Q2 is large. The non-valence quark

part F
(NV )
πγ (Q2) is related to the non-perturbative higher

Fork-states contributions, which can be estimated via a
proper phenomenological model. Both the analytic ex-

pressions for F
(V )
πγ (Q2) and FNV

πγ (Q2) can be found in
Ref.[39].

Taking all input parameters to be the same as those
adopted in Ref.[42], we draw the pion-photon TFF
Fπγ(Q

2) in Fig.(10). The upper and lower borderlines
correspond to Bπ = 0.01 and 0.14 respectively. It
shows that in the small Q2 region, Q2 <∼ 15 GeV 2,
the pion-photon TFF can explain the CELLO [111],
CLEO [112, 113], BABAR [98] and Belle [104] experi-
mental data simultaneously. While for the large Q2 re-
gion, our present estimation favors the Belle data and
disfavors the BABAR data. If taking Bπ ∈ [0.01, 0.42],
the calculated curve for the pion-photon TFF with the
upper limit of the parameter (Bπ = 0.42) will be between
the Belle and BABAR data. It is expected that BABAR
and Belle can obtain more accurate and consistent data
in the future, then the behavior of the pion DA can be
further determined completely.

Secondly, we discuss the η-γ and η′-γ TFFs. Under
the quark-flavor mixing scheme, the η-γ and η′-γ TFFs
are related with Fηqγ(Q

2) and Fηsγ(Q
2) through the fol-
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FIG. 11. η-γ and η′-γ TFFs Q2Fηγ(Q
2) and Q2Fη′γ(Q

2)
with fixed Bη,η′ = 0.3 and mq = 0.30 GeV and ms = 0.45
GeV [40]. The solid, the dotted and the dashed lines are for
φ = 39.0◦, 39.5◦ and 40.0◦, respectively. The experimental
data are taken from Refs.[112, 113, 117, 118].

lowing equations [40]

Fηγ(Q
2) = Fηqγ(Q

2) cosφ− Fηsγ(Q
2) sinφ (34)

Fη′γ(Q
2) = Fηqγ(Q

2) sinφ+ Fηsγ(Q
2) cosφ, (35)

where φ is the mixing angle, which as a weighted average
of experimental results [114–116], is about 39.5◦ ± 0.5◦.
Thus these two TFFs can also be adopted for determin-
ing the ηq and ηs WFs, which can be constructed in a
similar way of pion WF. Due to η-η′ mixing, we need
to consider these two TFFs simultaneously. The curves
of Q2Fηγ(Q

2) and Q2Fη′γ(Q
2) for φ = 39.5◦ ± 0.5◦ are

presented in Fig.(11). With the increment of mq and
ms, the values of Q

2Fηγ(Q
2) and Q2Fη′γ(Q

2) increase in
lower Q2 region and decrease in higher Q2 region. And it
is found that Q2Fηγ(Q

2) decreases with the increment of
φ, while Q2Fη′γ(Q

2) increases with the increment of φ.
By shifting φ to a smaller value ∼ 38◦, one can explain
them within Q2 < 20 GeV2 consistently [119], which can
not explain the newly BABAR data on η-γ and η′-γ for
largerQ2 > 20 GeV2. A proper intrinsic charm may have
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FIG. 12. η-γ and η′-γ TFFs Q2Fηγ(Q
2) and Q2Fη′γ(Q

2) [40],
where fc

η′ = −30 MeV, mq = 0.30 GeV, ms = 0.45 GeV and
mc = 1.50 GeV. The solid, the dotted and the dashed lines are
for Bη,η′ = 0.0, 0.30 and 0.60, respectively. The experimental
data are taken from Refs.[112, 113, 117, 118].

some help to explain the abnormally large production of
η′. It has been shown that the experimental data disfa-
vors a larger portion of charm component as |f c

η′ | >∼ 50

MeV [40, 119].
More over, we present the results for η-γ and η′-γ TFFs

with fixed f c
η′ = −30 MeV in Fig.(12), where Bη,η′ = 0.0,

0.30 and 0.60 respectively. It shows that with proper
charm component f c

η′ ∼ −30 MeV and Bη,η′ ∼ 0.30,

the experimental data on Q2Fηγ(Q
2) and Q2Fη′γ(Q

2)
can be consistently explained. A moderate DA with
Bη,η′ ∼ 0.30, corresponding to the second Gegenbauer
DA moment around 0.35 for ηq and ηs DAs.

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

The heavy and light meson WFs are nonperturbative
but universal physical quantities in high energy processes
and are important components for applying pQCD fac-
torization theory. A better understanding of LCWF may

also be helpful for solving the factorization scale set-
ting problem following the idea of the principle of max-
imum conformality to solve renormalization scale ambi-
guity [126–129]. In the present paper, we have reviewed
recent progresses on constructing the B meson and light
pseudoscalar WFs and have presented some of their ap-
plications. Those examples inversely provide some strin-
gent constraints on determining the WF properties.

By taking the RG evolution effects into account, the
heavy B meson WF is renormalizable and is an impor-
tant component for the kT factorization approach [18].
Under the WW approximation, its transverse and lon-
gitudinal momentum dependence is correlated through a
simple δ-function, δ(k2

⊥−ω(2Λ̄−ω)). While by including
3-particle Fock state, the transverse momentum distribu-
tion of the B meson WF is broadened to a hyperbola-like
curve. The reasonable inclusion of the 3-particle Fock
states in B meson WFs provides us with the chance to
make a more precise evaluation on the B meson decays.
By using the results derived from HQET, we provide a
practical framework for constructing the B meson LC
WFs Ψ±(ω, z2). Especially, we present a model in the
compact parameter b-space. Its behaviors are controlled
by two parameters Λ̄ and δ. By taking B → π and
B → K TFFs as an example, we show that if the 3-
particle WFs’ contributions are power suppressed than
that of WW case, i.e. its contribution is less than 20%,
then one obtains preferable values for these two param-
eters, δ ∼ 0.27 and Λ̄ ∼ 0.55GeV . In the literature, the
B → π and B → K TFFs have been studied within the
framework of LCSR [87, 88, 94, 120–125], a comparison
of them with the pQCD estimation can also be adopted
for constraining the B meson WF parameters. Further
studies on the B meson WFs with higher Fock states and
its phenomenological implications are still necessary.

We have suggested a revised light-cone harmonic oscil-
lator model for the WFs of light mesons as π, K, η(′), D
and etc.. By using the constraint from the semi-leptonic
process B → πlν, the parameter Bπ is restricted to be
[0.01, 0.42]. If taking the process D → πlν as a fur-
ther constraint, we can obtain a more narrow region
Bπ = [0.00, 0.14] [42]. For the pion-photon TFF, our
present result with the parameter Bπ = [0.01, 0.14] fa-
vors the Belle data and the corresponding pion DA has
the slight difference from the asymptotic form. Then, one
can predict the behavior of the pion-photon TFF in high
Q2 regions which can be tested in future experiments.

The B → D TFF up to twist-4 accuracy by using the
improved QCD LCSR with chiral current provides a plat-
form for testing the properties of twist-2 DA. Its second
Gegenbauer moment is determined by the parameter BD,
aD2 ∼ BD. By using a proper choice of BD, most of the
DA shapes suggested in the literature can be simulated.
It is noted that to compare with the experimental result
on G(1)|Vcb|, a smaller BD ≺∼ 0.20 shows a better agree-
ment with the BABAR, CLEO and Belle estimates. By
varying BD ∈ [0.00, 0.20], its first Gegenbauer moment
aD1 is about [0.6, 0.7]. The matrix element |Vcb| and its
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uncertainties have been studied by using two types of
processes, e.g. the B0/B̄0-type and the B±-type. For
the case of BD = 0, by adding the errors for all men-
tioned experimental and theoretical uncertainty sources,
we obtain |Vcb| = (40.84± 3.11)× 10−3, where the error
stands for the standard derivation of the weighted aver-
age. Through a comparison with the experimental data,
our present estimation for |Vcb| shows a good agreement.
To test the properties of the constructed light pseu-

doscalar meson DAs, we have discussed the properties
of the light pseudoscalar meson-photon TFFs, i.e. π-
γ, η-γ and η′-γ TFFs. They provide good platforms
for studying the DA of the light pseudoscalar mesons.
The data from Belle and BABAR have a big difference
on the π-γ TFF in high Q2 regions, at present, they
are helpless for determining the pion DA. But it is still
possible to determine the pion DA as long as we per-
form a combined analysis of the most existing data of
the processes involving pion such as π → µν̄, π0 → γγ,
B → πlν, D → πlν, and etc. More over, we have shown
that all pseudoscalar meson-photon transition form fac-
tors Q2Fπγ(Q

2), Q2Fηqγ(Q
2) and Q2Fηsγ(Q

2) have sim-

ilar behaviors. No rapid growth has been observed for
Q2Fηγ(Q

2) and Q2Fη′γ(Q
2), and these two TFFs can be

simultaneously explained by setting Bπ,η,η′ ∼ 0.30. Pos-
sible charm components f c

η and f c
η′ can shrink the gap

between these two TFFs to a certain degree.
As a final remark, in addition to our present LCWF

models for the pseudoscalar mesons, such BHL-like model
can also be extended to higher twist LCWFs and the
LCWFs for other light mesons as the scalars or vectors.
In combination with a wide variety of exclusive or semi-
exclusive processes involving light mesons, we hope the
behaviors of the light mesons’ LCWFs and hence their
DAs can be determined via global fits of various experi-
mental results finally.
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